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225-400 Mc frequency range is described. The develop-
ment of an i-f amplifier and calibrator for this
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1: 77.ROD T IOI1
1. The o'Odel XCS--2 equipmment is a proposed receiver intended *'rimarilv for

'voice rece,-)tio~i t frequenj
5 between 225 and 400 .c. A ro

sassise ed to the Laboratory on 13 August 1945 t e otoeqim ents for

use in the conuction of co19ari 
to develop two eioaens for~n~XCS-l ecui, me-t cii-aative ;,)er

e -riorit the A-2 11as assi.-1-ned to this work. (deference
(hes,))r. e"t-o t r e of higher "Oriorit•r work and shorta&.e of mancower

te uoj 1 c-ld not be 'o-ontinuously 
antil 27• lray

e, 0, - ,ever, detailed ,pl sly activated untl 27 1946. Prior to

t c-hs 
s for the receiver were c r c e

~ol~em, of control systens •.a Leti .. ~sieeaa~~ 
h7acrers aut3 r ,ted 

with the Of.. a-au19 46r is Of reference 2, 'he roble--, ws close onan-
1 9 7 h o l o r ~ i a r e p o r t o nl t h e w o r k d n r m 1 u c s 9 . o 3

Ju>il- 1946.-170Jlv
" ! . .. •oe froT 13 Au2_•ust 1-945 to 30

2, A nrinary nUi.ose of theviono - .:--dee 
l, -Iopn t'of this receiver waUTs to nrovide

ies ho 
necessitate the nrocureP--ent and distri'u_

tion of lae nunbers of crystals to satisfU the demands for olerati.-
chan-..els in the 2?5.AO *Tc freouencv range. It Was knovn that a receiver
haviS a cnt " ju-slJ-variable 

local oscillator onerating at the

het erodyne freouency would have fewer snprious resnoo-ses than a receve
SI n crl-st oscilla.or and nu.ltin-liars A h a continuouslir

va;-iable n! .reei)rofh 
e tn w -oled vejr e rob,,. ave less overall freouency

stab. i"1i a nir i-f baeS °nwireth (,enace renuirin •'reeter 
a e.cent ch.nnel

seCcaratioa) 
than cr`3stlc•nl 

•l t i coisi.ere. that such a

receiver would -rove to be more reliable in t a svi It is also
co iceivlrale that-.,' l a COýItinUOUS17 lariaU.Ie receiver could. )rovide e-ffectively

"ne samTle nuJlber of interference-free 
channels as the Cocels RDZ o. h

int-eecerefcorerocde:-

the multitude of 

- eOssiele 
i rs eo

posiel snuyo,, 
the "^el P-Zo ,we

• d the s ouri us raU" • " is re.spo nses of c ro ,
tnd he smrious rafeiatious of cr .... .s tal-co n tt-e t receivers

the receiver i 
continuolly it CO•,] " ,are considered.

1ou~ld tune the ran.-e .. ntol_ r it 'o seiverse

a°-tanyominal 
frequency in the 2.5-400 Mc rea:ae. Thus a sufficie.i'y accurate

c ranue. receiver would be useful for coMMIunicat 
accurste

-0a 

-•is in the 225-
he -details of reference (1) are sumnarized below:

(a) T ;,,o -':"-ode ! C - o D-.nt h lfre()iency 
s'cove- 

.etuneen 
be c'.esig-ned to nrovide continuous

"c e 
the li:mits of 225 and 400 Vc.

h ...... ) Ieted e -ui }: ents shall be suitable for oneration Li , . .of install~ationt e

ou-L-• es Sqi .e t ... . a- see(c) The equipment shalleProvide the-)oint of fre•uency s-hl rovide the best Possible 7)erforia e
. J- n, and adacent chaniel i- sterferen -S.....s frecqy.e-ýcr variation mna,- 4- nt r e e

(d) •'ile conti.no,- .... s feoecn vauo may b... e obtained, frec.uency selection

s!0, 
--

e accobe 

ob ai ed s,!,ise iaee a

shal be accomseries e - t.- tunin. control in the sime :a:rneras
fote sre ...... There will be no requiredue:-t 

for a manual

UNCLAS l IEl
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tiuaing control, except as an emergency7 measure in the event of failure of the
automatic tuning control and for the '1setting up" of channels.

(e) Tenmerature control of the high frequency oscillator, if reouired, should
not exceed the demands of the crystal oven of the 1 iodel RDZ eouioments for
nrimary pow,rer consumption (30 watts). rr

4. The main problems in achieving the nerformance outlined above are as

follows:

(a) The development of a stable oscillator capable of being accurately tuned

and calibrated.

(b) The development of a calibrator which would provide a suitable calibra-

tion spectrum throughout the tuning rangef

(c) The procurement of a suitable and atcurate automatic positioning device
for controlling the tuning of the receiver.

Once these objectives had been accomplished a relatively simple receiver
could be produced which would not employ the large number of crystals required
by the IModel P.DZ series equipments, nor have the complexity of receivers
emnloying the TR1407 principle.

HI SýORY OF-TEE D- OP7- Ti

5. Before the -oroblem was continuously activated, conferences were held with
manufacturers of positioning controls. Controls made byr the Collins Radio
Comnany and the Yardeny Engineering Comlany wrere investigated. A discussion
of the control systems investigated is given in paragraph 17.

!. At the start of the development, consideration was given to several
items which are outlined below-•:

(a) A block diagram of the proposed receiver was drawn up (Plate 1). The

preselector shown includes two signal-frequency amplifier tubes of the remote-
cutoff type, a mixer tube, and an oscillator tube. Two tuned-coupled circuits
are shown between the antenna and the grid of the first signal-frequency
amplifier tube, one single-tuned circuit couples the two signal frequency
anplifier tubes, and one single-tuned circuit counles the second signal-

frequency amplifier tube to the mixer. This arrangement was chosen as a

result of image rejection calculations discussed in paragraph 27. The oscilla-
tor employs one single-tuned circuit. A standardized type of i-f amplifier
such as used in the 1,'odels ROC, PM0, and PDZ receivers with a new set of i-f
transformers is employed. Choice of intermediate frequency is discussed
in nararra-h 27 while determination of i-f band-width is discussed in para-
graoh 25. Five double-tuned transformers are emoloved in the i-f amplifier
and hence a 60 to 6 dtb selectivity ratio of ao-roxinately 2.8 is to be

ex-nected as measured f-Iom the -rid of the first i-f amplifier tube (this ratio
,irodld be more nearly 2.5 or 2.7 with the inclusion of the i-f transformer

between the mixer and first i-f amolifier). The transformers are adjusted
to be slightly undercoui3led in order to simnlify trimiing and assure unifor-
mity in manufacture. A cýlibr-tor is described in -ara;raph 30 which produces

Mrir n-



C::

harmonics of either a 1 !'-c c=rstal or a 5 -,c crystal. These nrmonnics arx
fe-. into the siE'nal-freq.uency eua-lifier during calibration of the receiv" r.
Simultaneously, ha-ý'r:onics of the same crystals are fed into the i-f a.-lifier,
cauusing an auC.ible bea t note when the interi.aediete frecuencics -oroduced by
the mixinIg of the local oscillator with the har-monics introduced into the -*

si nial-freciuency amnlifier a-roroach the freo-ency of those harmon"ics fe
i-Dto the i-f aenolifier from the calibrator. The beats ma7r be detected by the
use of hea•nho-_es or by noting deflections of the audio output meter. Thus
the operator mr,,py calibrate or adjust the Cial of the receiver at intervsals
of 1 ;:c or 5 Mc. The receiver _may,,a be reMotel!, controlled by. means of en
autotune un-it, or equivalent, which ma:- be set for ten -r.reCeternined positions.

(b) The si4,nal-frecuency and oscillator circuits used will be of the 1 lueDed-
constant" trype. The following advantaýL are clahined for these circuits:

(1) The circuits can be ganged readilL, to a single drive shaft if variable
air condensers are emploved.. P

(2) The necessaxr variable condensers are readily obtainable.

(3) 1Much eaoerience has .een obtained in the aoplication of this t'7•e of
circuit to this freiuencv range.

(4) Low 4 ccueuncv theory is ýmiplicable to these circuits if the effects of
stray inductances and c2Dacitances are carefully considered.

(5) Toise due to sliding contacts can be elirmqiated b,, the use of sn.lit-
s hator condensers.

(5) The required tuning range is achievable with this t-oe of circuit.

(7) These circuits may oe built so as to occupy less space than other trpes
of circuits for this frequency range.

(P) 1,:ethods of stabilization for lisped-constant oscillators have oen
rigorously' deverlon'ed (Fhference 6).

(9) A strai,<nt-line-frequency tuning characteristic is easily obtainable.

(c) The " 3-bar" snlit-stator type of co'denser dewlonei bly the .adio Con-
enser Coma7-r of Ca:decn, Iew J•rse, in accordance with FRI reconmendations

,-'ill be emr-loyed. iilar condensers of the :" 4-bar" te . -v: '• zcn used in
the Model F"D-Z eouin:ents. These condensers have a useful rotation of "
1-,hich oermits better mechanical control of rotation than , Ath condCersers
having a smaller" seful a ulr rotation.

(f) The oscillator w,'ill orerate ft a lower *rec-nency than the si rnal. This
,'ill _ rovide•.- ..e. oscillator staboility and ,erte. ine.1,cto., as
eiscussed in narnvraoh 27.

UNC[ASSi FlF!



7. Having nadfe the decisions discussed. aove, the dotails of the tuning
condensers were calculated. A quotation wins reoueste, of the R7-dio Co'-denser
Comanan-r for the manufactire of these condensers. These. condensers were to
he maie with invar plates and special low thermal-ex'ansion coefficient
ceranmic rods. The R-ýedo Condenser Co0nDan;r has advised the Laboratory that ":
the necessarv7 ceramic wis not .vaila3ble at present and that the general rr:
field, of cn-acitance drift Iith te:,neraturc would be investigmt teed further
befor,ý a qiiotation was aade. Calculations nertp.inin! to these cond.ensers
are .,rese-ated in parpgranh 29.

B. Thie choice of tuues for the preselector is discussed in oara~rph 28.

9. Calculations were nade of the overall frecuency stabilit-7 of the ec'ii-
-. ent. This resulted in a choice of i-f b'indvidth of 0.5 Kc. These calcula-
tions are suxiarized in ",)aragran-h 25.

10. Calculations of image rejection arb g,-iven in naraF-ranh 25. These
resulted in tho choice of S0 I-c as the inteoro..ecliate frecuency, The aevanta:-e
of operating the local oscillator boelow the sic.aal fre-,uencT• as a means of
impcroving image rejection is also discussed in 2ara:-ra-•h 27.

11. A set of i-f transformers designed to nprovide an overpll bandwidth of
0.5 i1.c and . center freouency of 30 Kc were constructed an.d incormporated in
a :"odel RDM standardized amplifier chassis. The design and develonnent of
the i-f nz~lifier is discussed in paragraph '32 -zd the characteristics of
the aymn lifier are illustrated. on plate 2. The curves shown do not incluvde
the selectivity of the additional i-f transformer necessarl between the :uxer
and first i-f &'rlifier, which would be moumnted on the nreselector chassis.

12. A crystal controlled calibrator was developed. This develonment is
described in 3ararrah 30. Tae circuit diam of the calibrator is shown in
"nlate 5.

I7. SlcIcriments worere conducted on an oscillator in the desiredt frequency
rang.e to investigate nrocedures for stabilization. These ex-eriments are
described0, in naraýra-h 77.

14. At this point, the nroblem was closed and all work ceased, excen.t for
-nre-'raiion of 'th=is repiort.

DI 3 M73SI 01 C7 F-7,V17C!,GY STmAILITY PSPUIFTI' 7TS

15. The militar-7 co-nnunication channels in the 2`5-400 Mc rv-n'e- are allocated
as follows: brinary chan-nels are s'£aced_ 400 kc alvirt startin= at 2 2 5 00 "-c
and sýcondOarv channels are located -iiCwayr between the nrinar'- channels, The
""oTel _DZ cr"rstal-controlled transmitter which is C.esi-,ned for shiin-boarO. use
in this ran:,-ae h.s an overall frequency stability' of + 0. 015. Consi..ering a
chaninel at ,400 1, c, the frecuency transmitted will lie in the ran•ge 4-00 i'c
+ 40 'c. Thus, to insure retention of the trams-mittee si:L -vI-1 ith out 5 kc
siCebands, the bndýwid.th of the receiver must a -greater than abo-t 90 'Ic.
The rcouired bandwidth of the receiver -ia' be co-iouted bIy suv:iin-; the over-ll



drift of the transmitter, the overall drift of the local oscillator, the

overall drift of the i-f amplifier and twice the maximum modulation frequency

employed. This is done in paragraph 25. The greatest drift is associated ,

with the continuously-variable local oscillator. This drift must be minimized
if the greatest number of useful channels is to be provided.

16. Special precautions are necessary in the design and construction of C:

continuously-variable oscillators in order to make their stabilities approach

those of crystal-controlled oscillators. Some of the factors which determine

the accuracy of continuously-variable oscillators are listed below:

(a) Physical dimensions of the parts used in the oscillator circuit. These

are subject to change with temperature.

(b) Input and output impedances of the vftuum tube used. These are subject

to change with plate and heater voltage variations and show:a change with the

age of the tube. These impedances are different for each tube and also bhange
with variations of oscillator activity dud to load variations and with frequency.

(c) Mechanical backlash in the oscillator and automatic tuning assembly.

(d) Changes in the dielectric constant of the water-air vapor between the

air-condenser plates due to changes in temperature and relative humidity.

(e) Errorý made by the operator in calibration and "setting-up" of channels.

(f) Errors in the frequencies nroduced by the calibrator.

Experience has shown that the most pronounced changes are due to temperature,
humidity, and supply-voltage variations. Since the oscillator must tune over

such a relatively wide frequeilcy range, it was not considered feasible to
employ specially built compensating capacitors and inductors. It was decided

to use materials which would miminize temperature drifts, to regulate supply
voltages if necessary, and to stabilize temperature insofar as possible.
The use of a heater inside the oscillator compartment would also serve to
reduce humidity variations. An attempt also would be made to compensate the
oscillator for changes in tube impedances and external loading, as outlined
in paragraph 22.

CONTROL SYSTn4S

17. In order to accurately set the frequency of the receiver for operation

on any one of ten preset channels, a remote control system is required that

is capable of positioning the condenser shafts to a given angular position

as accurately as possible. Continuous remote control of tuning is also
desirable for some applications. The Collins Radio Company (manufacturers of
Autotune Units) was contacted with regard to providing a compact multiturn

unit which could be preset for ten channels. This company is developing such

a unit, which is expected to have a resettability of + 0.01 degree but which

is limited by its shape factor and difficulty in obtaining continuous control

-5-
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C.:

of rotation. The Yardeny -hgineering Company has developed and demonstrated a C.:
control system which appears adequate for this a'nlication and has a stated
resettability of -k 0.01 degree. It is felt that the control system made by
the Yardeny Company has been imnroved over earlier models sufficiently to -*

warrant consideration of it for this receiver.

STABILITY OF L C CIRCUITS

18. In the following, it is assumed that the frequency of an oscillator is
determined solely by the values of L and G in the tuned circuit. This is
a reasonable assumption if comrdnsating circuit parameters are employed as
suggested below (Pararaph 22). Neglecting losses in the tuned circuit, the
frequency is given by:

z r TVU,- 1

To determine the effect of small changes in Land C on , the total derivative
of T with respect to L and C is evaluated as follows:

dfL + &c 2

wfnere Jfoi4the change in frequency due to the changes,4L andd•CresTeectively.
Evaluating the partial derivatives in equation 2,•f -i -£

JL q- Trr• -

~C Lmr4U1-C -r 20
Thus the total differential frequency becomes, from equations 2 and. 3.

and the relative frequency change is

The percentage frequency change is,.

•C.
By substitutingr values for 7E and '-into equation 5, the frequency stability
may be calculated. The causes of inductance changes are the variations in
dimensions of the inductor element itself and its supports, and the changes
in permeability of the medium which its field encompasses. These changes of
length and permeability are caused mainly by temperature and humidity variations.
..o information has been found on the change in permeability of air due to
temterature and humidity variations but this effect probably is negligible

Co -6-
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when comnared with other changes. The formula (reference 4) for the inductance
of the type of inductor used in this frequency range is very complicated and
does not take into account the effect of shields. However, for practical
purposes, this formula mar be simnlified to:

where L is the inductance,
t is a prop~ortionalitv constant,
I is the physical length of the inductor.

Thus the change in inductance due to a change in length is given by:

7

and the quantity which is required for equation 5 above is given by:L cL 8 . __

L K 9  - 8

The quantity is equal to the coefficient of linear ex'ansion per unit temnera-
ture change/f the material used to make the inductor.

L~v

19. The causes of air-capacitance changes are the v~iations in dimensions of
the capacitor due to temperature changes, and the change in the dielectric
con._tant of the water-air vapor between the plates due to changes in tempera-
ture and relative humidity. The capacitance of the condenser may be approximately
expressed by:

c= A

whereA The effective area of the plates.
t= The thickness of the dielectric.

_ The dielectric constant.
The nu:xber of dielectric spaces between adjacent rotor and stator
dlates.

(This formula neglects edge effects). Considering variations of dimehsions

only, it is seen that the capacity may be expressed as follows:

10

where-4is a factor which takes into account the termm. .in equation 9 and-?7r is
a constant of proportionality. Differentiating equation 10,

and

J d o.1

-7-
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Thus thre relative caoacitance change per unit temperature change is equal to
the coefficient of linear expansion per unit temperature change of the material
from which the condenser is made. Ecuation 5 may now be rewritten as

___ I~'~LFý 6 12

and if the condenser and the inductor are made of the same material,

and equation 12 becomes

CA- 13

fo 0
20. EQuation 13 expresses the fact that the relative frequency change ner
degree Centigrade due to changes in dimensions caused by temperature variations
of a tuned circuit of the type considered is given by the coefficient of
linear expansion per degree Centigrade of the material from which the circuit is
made. In order to achieve optimum stability, a material having a small exoansion
coefficient jhould be used. The values of this coefficient for brass and invar
are jgiven b&iow:

Mat erial aQ

Brass (66 Cu - '34 Zn) 3- rer degree Centi•rade
18.9x lOX 0 C (0-100 oC)

Invar (36% F!ickel) 0.9 X 107-6 :ý (20oC)

(The above values were taken from reference 8).

Considering a temperature variation from -20OC to 800C (a net change of 1000),
the net frequency changes at 375 Pic for a brass circuit should be:

X 10 -.9 6 x X• 75 X 106 X 100
7 - 7)0,000 cycles or -710 ko

and for an invar circuit:

-0.9 X 10 X 375 X 106 X 100
33,800 c rcles or -7.8 kc

.t is seen that the use of invar should contribute substantially to the stability
.. he tn-ned circuits.

'1. The effect of tem--erature and h-omidity changes on the dielectric constant

of the water-air vapor between the condenser plates was calculated using the

-8-



C::
followin.: formula obtained from wave prowpa-ation sources:

___ HE 711: + 14 AT T T

where 6 = dielectric constant
p = barometric pressure in millibars
E = nartial nressure of water varor in millibars
T = absolute temperature

Met.eorolo2ical (Data on ,rater-air va-por was obtained from the Smithsonian Maeere-
lor:'ical Table (Reference 5) _nd was rodified for sasst4*tien ln-th}
above `or,-ula. The results of this calculation are shown .ararhicall y in Plate

'. Assuminc tha.t the dio"ensions of the corlenser remain fixed, ecuation A may
he written

15

W",here ,= dielectric constant,
= a pronortionality constant.

Differentiating, 
.

C e& 16.

A ch'amnjede6 of an- roximately 500 parts rer million takes place over the tenmnera-
tlure range -20Q3 to +4OoC and the humidity ran, e 10% to 97%. Sincei is
an?-roxinately equal to unity,

_ 500 A 10-6 17

Substituting into ec'uation 5, remembering that for this casedL=-.O,

=- 500 X 10-6 X 375 X 106 - 94,000 &ycles
2

or -94 kc

It is seen that this drift is greater than the drift due to changes in dimensions
if an invar circuit structure is used.

!_'_Z'TOF TUB. 3 OF OSCILLATOR FP2;'-UMJ•TCY

2?. The tube uced produces variations in the frecuency of the oscillator causedb- chanj-es in the nlate and heater volta es. There are also secondnrr effects
due to changes in mixer loading on the oscillator. These changes cause varia-
tions in the am'litude of the oscillations, and hence cha.nv•es in the equivalent
plate and :-rid resistances v.nd canacitances of the tube which usually form a



Cl:

part of the frequency determining circuit. Llewellyn, reference 6, shows how
an oscillator may be compensated so that variations of plate and grid resist-
ances have little effect on the frequency of the oscillations. Stabilization
by these means involves the comnensation of a Colpitts-type oscillator.
Plate 4 shows a typical compensated oscillator of that type. It is seen that
a tap on the rotor of the condenser is required. This would require a special rr,
double split-stator condenser, if contact noise is to be eliminated. L'

is the compensating inductor and is independent of frequency if I
remains constant. It is along these lines that compensation is plannek, as
other types of stabilization are effective only at a fixed frequency. It is
emphasized that while the effects of plate and heater voltages may be reduced
by the use of voltape-regulator tubes and barreters, these devices do not
prevent changes in tube impedances due to variations of mixer loading. It
therefore seems desirable to compensate the oscillator by the method described
above whether the plate and heater voltages are regulated or not.

MEOHANIICAL SYST2 EPRRORS

23. Considering the oscillator as operating 30 Mc below the signal frequency,
its tuning range (allowing 1% overlap at both ends of the signal frequency
rqn. e) is from 192.75 Mc to 374.0 Mc. This is a frequency range of 181.25
Mc. If a straight- line-frequency condenser having 2400 of useful rotation
is employe• the frequency-rotation correspondence ratio is 0.757 Mc per
degree of kbtation. The Collins Autotune used in the Model HDZ equipment is
guaranteed to be resettable to within + 0.10. Thus, if this tuning mechanism
is used, the oscillator could be reset to + 75.7 kc. Another remote-control
device made by the Yardeny Company is claimed to be resettable to . 0.010.
Using this device, the resettability could be as little as + 7.57 kc in
frequency.

ZALIBEATION ERRORS

24. The harmonics of the calibration oscillator can be expected to be accurate
to . 0.01% if the crystals are not temperature-controlled. This corresponds
to an accuracy of + 40 kc at 400 Mc.

RESCRE OF STABIlITY CONSIDERATIONS

25. The total drifts and errors of the overall communications system are
presented below. The data given assumes an operating frequency of 400 Mc,
that the oscillator is 30 Mc below the signal frequency, that the temperature
of the local oscillator circuits change from -20 to +800C, that the relative
humidity in the local oscillator compartment changes from 10% to 97%, that
the oscillator circuit is constructed of invar and that a TDZ transmitter
is used.

All drifts are given for one direction (negative).
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Invar Tauned Circuit Drift CLue to ther:a!
C.inonsion~l changes.

Drift due to chun~in. dielectric
constant of the ,Tater-pir vanor in the
oscillator com-;art:;ent.

1-3chYXnic--l Control Resett.iility (if:7.rden• Control 1nit is enýlo?-cd).

C.libra-tion Oscillator error.

-r .smitter drift.

0.0 ?, 5e

0.o O.45'

ACl'Tr:.-L CFX-GE

CO0•UTED AT
100 Mc

-33.8 kc

-94.0 kc

-7.57 kc

40. kc

40.0 kc

5.n kc

220.37 kc

o0.01%S0.01%,

Allow;,mnce for Side-bands.

Tot-l Error. .0555

The Alove ctclculations shol.T theft fia i-f b-.ncr'yidth of ,:. •o•)rox'iv•.telyr
, 10 c is r.•son'>lz, if no te":voer-.tur.ro •n& h~Ziiitr ste'ili~'tions =r0

r it wl•s d,.cicý c '. to construct .n i-f on- lificr for e~ ioei .- _
"-ork hin.- 3 -b bnnc'r~idth of 0.5 :'-c to .11.0w for other drifts not cc.i Faeroe!a-,)-e, such •s "-,.a&-ash in sh .t co0 'lin: do.-i'es, etc.

IlAGE REJECTIOCT CATLJI•7IO01S

6. The image re~jection of the -nreselector circuits was computedý.using the
followirtg formulae:

For single tinm circuits 2

.For two tunndac6upled 'ircuits
- ,4 -+ .. .

"'~1

18

is the relatite Rtteeouatif-n r-t the in',5e fr.Duuncv-,
is t;.. si .:nal ro :uenc. divided 'x• T.e ' ..
ci--Icnl-it consie.aero.,

is the sefoctiviur f-ctor - __-

is the io . .
is
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The fo. .a ¢;i'en for tc tuned_ couLnlee circulits is for the C:.ase where
the circuits have. equal Qts mnd. the cu-lli-- T boteer th.ng, is Icritic; l -
(RPeference 7). To sislif i :-ali:-m.et of these circuits and )revent difficulties
cdurin;• uanuf-ctur,, the counlin.- bet,'-ebn thaom should 'c a. roxi90atel," 3 of
criti cal cov:-ling.
27. The follo,,,in:, is a tý;.ulation of iz•.ve attenuationis in d5 coryýutee for a

siual froouency of 400 1c usin, the .Xbove for-uhle:

(a) For the oscillator Po)ore the sigal freCuoncr,.

____ 2t3 Frecuouc-' 20 i c

L�r� *75 .50 o 75

*Ia..ze nt~e:=uation of ono sin_;:Ic tunod circuit. 19.6 c'b 23.1 2 .. 9 dd 2 5.
- . - - - -� I _ I I

l:-." atto:-.•ion rf two tueCit-cu:..lc'.. 33. .1 -'10.1 ".d "O7,9. e 46w?, db

TI:,&e 4ttttý- 1.tion of o-or•ll •'reselcctor; 72,3 0.7 36.V0b:-' 85.5 db 99.8 db
two si .L*4.-,0 11.-

!two sin~lo •'ie- circuits ý-lus 't,-otud-

IcouvlLc ci-Lrcuits (four t':-c& circ its in all). .

(b) For the oscillator boclo,. thie sim-.al fre!.-ue- cT-:

t-cr.iato Fro0Cuenc,-ý .. 20 1--c 30 M C

.50 175 5
• • •.7

Ivnttenuation r.f onc sin.-.le-t.uned circuit. i 20.4 db'f4. 2 Q .. 2b 27.8 db

~ tt~~.i-nof twoIt;c-o'le icisj3 318 ?b419c4 ." b1 49.4 fdb
i~ra:•e artt.....-"n of zerall •rasAlector; two i75.6 db 89; d'90.8 dbl05.0 .b

circuits "''vs to tut..-cou.led j
icircuits (our u...e circuits in all).

Th.e fo!].o1nri- c-'-cl.sions were .raw•i, from the R'bove calculations:

1(a) -oeration of the local oscillt.or at a frecuency low-er than the si:tnal
frw;enc L 'ill vriý-3 :-rcater i a..e'e atten attion' thean if th-e oscill.ator is

a- I~t :.Z at a hihr -froclumc-rc'tintŽes a

(;) T>e use of a 30 ic in.e:iate f re,-:--, ,,-ill "roide •>-rci- tel. 15
-.:r-.t: r i-:1,:''e r.j soti,:: thr.n if a 20 :ýc if .'ere used.
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(c) A minimum image attenuation of 90 6b is expected for the receiver if the
oscillator is operated 30 1-Tc below the sigýnal f requency.

CHOICE OF VACUTJI TUBES

28. The following vacuum tubes were tentatively chosen for' this receiver:

(a) Oscillator 'tube U 64

(b) Mixer tube -6AK(5 or A4-485

(c) Si ,nal-f requen cy amplifier tubes -A4466 or A4444

Final choice of tube types will be dece'ndft~t on the performance of the tubes
in exnrerimental.models. The 6F4 was chosen for the oscillator circuit because
it an'-eared to give the best performance-in the experiments described in
paragzranh 33. The A4485 is a sharp cut oft single-ended Pentode (gm = about
9000) which wras developed for use in the Model XCS-2 receiver. The A4466 is
a remote-cut-off double-ended acorn pentode, while the A444-41 'is a remote-cut-
off double-ended miniature -pentode. These tubes (gmn = 6000) were also
develqped for use in the Mocael XCS-l equipment. The use of remote-cut-off
tubes in the 1presel~ctor serves to minimize the effects of cross modulation
and overloaO and the use of double-ended tubes serves'to minimize grid-plate
capoacitance~ in the tube and allowns better com'artmentat ion, thereby reducing
oscillator radiation. Samp,,les of the ty-,pes A4485, A4466 and'A4.:444 have been
submitted to the Vacuram Tube Development Section of the Laboratory for measure-,
ments of input admittance, output admittance and forward admittance.

COITrDar ER CAT CUIjATIOI'TS

29. Specifications for the tunning condensers were calculated as follows:

(a) For the oscillator circuit:

The oscillator must tune from 192.75 Mc to 374 tWc. This is a tuning
ra n ge IOf 1.94 to 1. For a type 6F4 tube,' C P 1-5Z-Y -1 Cf
and 0-1 -~f -f* Thus the equivalent tube capacity presented to the
tank circuit becomes; /.9-f ax v.6 _•,f The minimum capacity of

isesiatd oinclude te~loi
the circuit ie estimate to

Equivalent tube cap~acity -2.5 uiuf

Trimmer Capacity (mid range) -3.0 uuif

minimum Capacity of the tunifig
condenser -5,0 uu~f

Stray capacities -2.0 uuf

Effective Minimum Capacity -12.5 uuf



Thus the maximum oscillator capacitance should be 12.5 X (1.94)2 47.1 uuf.
This corresponds to a 0 C of 47.1 - 12.5 - 34.6 u5f. .-

The condenser must therefore provide from 5 to 39.6 uuf in such a fashion:
as to produce a straight-line-frequency tuning capacitance with a total
minimum capacitance of 12.5 uuf.

(b) For the radio-frequency. circuits:

The mixer grid circuit will probably have the greatest minimum capacity.
Therefore, calculations are made for this circuit and the other signal
frequency circuits will be adjusted to have the same minimum capacity as
the mixer grid circuit by means of the trimmer capacitors. These signal
frequency circuits must tune from 222.75 to 404 Mc if a 1% overlap is
allowed at each end of the tuning rave This is a tuning range of 1.81
to 1. The minimum capacity is estimated to include the following:

Input capacity of the mixer tube, - 4.0 uuf

Output capacity of the second signal
frequency amplifier 2.8 uuf

Trimmer Capcity (mid range) - 3.0 uuf

S$ay capacity - 2.0 uuf

Minimum capacity of the tuning
condenser - 5.0 uuf

Effective minimum capacity - 16.8 uuf
J2

The maximum signal circuit tuning capacitance should be 16.8 X (1.81)2

55.1 uuf.
This corresponds to a, C of 55.1 -16.8 38.3 uuf. The condenser must
therefore provide from 5 to 43.3 uuf in such a fashion as to produce a
straight-line-frequency characteristic wirith a total minimum capacity of
16.8 uuf.

DESIGN AYD Dj70P- 17T OF THE CALIB7R:TOR CIRCUIT

30. In order to set up the frequency of the local oscillator for operation
on particular channels in the 225-400 megacycle range, an accurate calibration
system is required. The system described below involves the generation of stable
kmown check frequencies and tuning of the receiver to these check signals.
The number of calibration points required depends on the stability of the
local oscillator and the linearity of its tuning characteristic, and the
channelization. It appears that the oscillator drift can be kept to less than
: 0.25 Mc and that the tuning characteristic can be made essentially straight-
line-frequency between any two frequencies spaced one megzacycle apart. Thus
if harmonics of a crystal oscillator spaced at 5 Mc intervals are provided,
the oscillator frequency dial may be calibrated at points 5 Kc apart. In order
to calibrate at frequencies between these 5 Mc points, harmonics spaced one
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Mc apart would be provided. To adjust the oscillator to frequencies between
these one megacycle points requires interpolation involving a micrometer
dial control of the oscillator. Using such-a scheme, the oscillator may be
calibrated at frequencies spaced one negacycle apart and be adjusted to
frequencies between these calibration points by an interpolation process. r;

31. The circuit c'eveloped to generate these harmonics is shown in Plate 5.
It consists of a crystal-controlled oscillator, V1, driving two distorting
amplifiers, V2A and V!B, in cascade. The harmonic output is available at the
plate of V2B. Two crystals are employed, one operating at a frequency of
5 Mc and the other operating at a frequency of 1 Mc. The crystals are used one
at a time and are switched in and out of the oscillating circuit. The 5 YMc
crystal is used toreemstablish the dial calibration if a severe change in local
oscillator frequency has taken place, white the one 1!c crystal is used for
routine calibration. The crystals are connected in a Pierce type oscillator
circuit, and the oscillator output is "electron-coupled" to the distorting
amplifiers. These distorting amplifiers consist of both sections of a Type
6J6 tube acting as grid-leak biased, resistance-capacitance coupled amplifiers.
The distorted output is rich in harmonics. Using this circuit, the two-hundredth
to the four-hundredth harmonics of a one Mc crystal were audible on a Model
EP-132 receiver. It is planned to connect the output of the harmonic generator
to the signal frequency amplifier, similtaneously Grounding the antenna to
prevent radiation, and to couple some of the harmonic energy to the inter-
mediate fre~iency amplifier. An audible beat-note .will be heard in the output
of the receiver when a harmonic of the crystal-controlled oscillator is tuned-
in by the signal circuits. It is to be noted that only one crystal is used
atr a time during the calibration process and hence the percentage accuracy of
the calibrator is the same as the percentage accuracy of the crystal emnloyed.
When the development of the calibrator had reached this point, further work
on it was postponed until the receiver in which it would be incorporated was
d~eveloped.

DESIGN ANTD DEVELOPMMTT OF THE I-F RIAFO]•ES

32. A set of five i-f transformers were made for use in the standardized i-f
system to provide an amplifier with a center frequency of 30 Mc, having a
6 db bandwidth of 5nO Kc and a voltage amplification of, 100,000. Otmes.ý Since
five tubes are employed, a sta-ue gain of 10 times is required. The tubes
employed, Tyrne 6AB7, have a nominal transconductance of 5000 micronhos. Thus
critically-coupled transformers having equal primary and secondary impedances of
4000 ohms will give the required stage gain. The coupling of the transformers,
however, is to be nurposely made about 80% of critical coupling to insure ease
of alignment and to allow for production variations of coupling. The loss in
amplification due to this amount of under-coupling is approximately 7% per
stage. Hence the resonaint impedance of the transformer tank circuits is made
ap-roximately 4300 ohms. To produce the required overall bandwidth, a 2 of
53 and a primary and secondary tank capacity of anoroximately 65 uuf is required.
The primary and secondary inductors required to tune the tank capacity had an
unloaded Q of aprroximately 100. Thus a resonant impedance of apiroximat ely
7500 ohms (resistive) is contributed by the coils. To make the primary
imoedance 4300 ohms, a resistor 'having a value of approximately 8200 ohms must

-15-SI5_iE



shunt the primary tuned circuit. The input resistance of a Type 6AB7 tube
-at 30 Mc is approximately 9000 ohms. Thus if no damping resistors are added
in shunt with the secondary, the resistance added to the primary must be
less than the calculated value. A resistance of 6800 ohms connected across
the primary circuits produced the desired bandwidth. A 6800 ohm resistor
was also added across the secondary of the last i-f transformer since the
loading due to the second detector is approximately 70,000 ohms. Plate 6
is a sketch of the transformer windings and Plate 2 shows the overall
selectivity characteristics of the i-f amplifier. To obtain these character-
istics, a Ferris Microvolter, Model 18D, was connected to the input terminals
of the amplifier. Output was observed on a Ballantine Voltmeter, shunted
with a 600 ohm resistor, which was connected to the audio output jack of
the standardized IF-AF chassis used. The signal was modulated 30% at'loO0
cycles per second. At full gain, a signalof 12 microvolts was required to
nroduce standard output (6 milliwatts into 600 ohms) the amplifier was
aligned at 30.0 Mc with the gain reduceda pnroximately 40 db. It is seen thatthe shift in center frequency with 60 db gAin control variation is approximately
125 Kc. The overall characteristic shows the presence of some regeneration
at full gain. Further work on this amplifier is necessary to minimize center
shift with gain change and to overcome regeneration. It is recommended
that a second version of this amnlifier, if further development should be
carried on, use symmetrical loading of- both primary anO secondary circuits,
i.e., equal rhunt resistors of 8200 ohms across both windings, or an 8200
ohm shunt o# the primary and an equivalent series resistor (about 35 ohms)between the secondary and the grid of the amplifier tube. The latter arrange-
ment, used in the Model RDO equinment, assists in reducing center-frequency
shift with change of gain. The shunt loading afforded by the amplifier tube
varies with gain and cannot be depended on to furnish satisfactory loading
effects.

RIWESTiGATION OF OSCILLATORS

33. The characteristics of two oscillator circuits were investigated over the
frequency range from 220 to 375 Mc. The first employed a Type 606 dual triode,
as shown in Plate 7. It was found that this oscillator would not operate at
the frequency of the tank circuit over this entire range. It would operate
normally over only the high frequency half of this range, and would jump to
a higher frequency when tuned toward the low frequency end of the range.
The higher frequency oscilltion is probably due to resonance of the tube
capacities with the lead inductances involved. It does not appear feasible
to use this tube as an oscillator in this equipment.

34. Experiments were also conducted using a Type 6F4 tube in a similar circuit.
This tube was made to oscillate satisfactorily over the frequency range from
220 to 375 1c. A small inductance (Lo in Plate 7) was necessary to prevent
the oscillator from jumping to a high frequency mode of operation when it
was tuned to the low frequency end of its range. This inductance consisted
of approximately one-half inch of number 18 wire, connected as shown in Plate
7. Attempts at stabilization and measurement of frequency stability were not
made due to closing out of the subject problem.

UNCLA SFill'



COYiCLUSI ON S

35. It is concluded that:
Further intensive work is necessary to co]ml!ete th- deve.opment of

receiving equipment employing continuouzly variablc local o.cillators in the225 to 400 Mc frequency range, with Particular emphasis on the following
points:

(a) Stabilization of the L-C oscillators involved.

(b) Development of additional components and tubes suitable for anplication
in this frequency range.

(c) Improvement of the characteristics of the intermediate-freouency amplifier
to minimize center shift and eliminate rzgeneration.

36. Tn (orier to achieve the performance specified in reference 1 in the:esanc:j 'eSeribed in this report, it' is recommenccdO. thet research anc:. eveloD-
mriot ":rograms be continued on the following topics:

(a) -S-,1:,lzation of L-C oscillators.

(b' I-provement of existing components, such as variable condensars, inductors,
resistors, fixed condernsers, tubes, etc., to rnake thnem m-nre suitable for
in.oplication in this frequency range.

(c)
t omt-ion

Improvement of the performance of intermed.iata-fr equency amplifiers
the -point of vi,0 of minimizirng center frenuency shift with Fain varia-
and .JIimination of re•.eneration.
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